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Currently, there is a demand for solutions to various environmental and energy problems. 
Integrated simulation of wave load and strength analysis is a key technology in the field of 
shipbuilding and offshore engineering, because it provides a technique for rationally 
assessing site conditions and is effective even for investigating novel structures. This 
paper outlines the features of the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Direct Loading Analysis Method 
(MHI-DILAM), an advanced structural analysis program developed by MHI Ltd., and presents 
sample applications and results. In particular, applications to large container ships and 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) carriers are described, indicating the effectiveness of the program 
for the development of floating production, storage and offloading units (LNG-FPSOs), such as 
prismatic-independent LNG cargo tanks. 

  

 
 
|1. Introduction 

Ships and offshore structures should be structurally designed with due consideration to 
complex ocean waves. Because of the complexity involved, structural design has thus far been 
carried out primarily by using prescriptive rule formulas based on the service experiences of 
existing designs. 

At the same time, designs based on integrated simulations extending from estimation of 
wave loads to structural responses have been put to practical use in tandem with 
continuing improvements in computers and the increasing sophistication of structural designs. 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI) has been consistently at the forefront of research 
and development in this field since the 1970s. The company developed an analysis 
technique known as the MHI Discrete Analysis Method (MHI-DISAM) in the 1980s, and applied it 
to the design of side longitudinal stiffeners for large oil tankers. This gave momentum to 
the practical application of structural analysis methods based on the quantitative evaluation of 
physical phenomena, in addition to designs based on prescriptive rules. 

Furthermore, MHI developed a new analysis technique known as the MHI Direct 
Loading Analysis Method (MHI-DILAM) around 2000, and its reliability as a design tool has been 
enhanced via numerous applications since then. 

This paper outlines the features of MHI-DILAM (MHI’s proprietary advanced structural 
analysis program), and presents sample applications and results. 

|2. Outline of MHI-DILAM 
2.1 Concept 

Because ships and offshore structures are large-scale constructions floating on complex 
ocean waves, complex loads must be efficiently processed during structural analysis to 
improve the accuracy of the results. Thus far, the structural design of ships has often been carried 
out using simplified “design wave loads,” as shown in Figure 1. In practice, the use of design 
wave loads is effective for a relative comparison with existing structures. However, 
for the development of a new type of structure, or when manufacturing a product that exceeds 
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the scope of conventional services (e.g., a ship of unusually large size), an analysis technique that 
can faithfully simulate the complexity of the loads should be adopted in combination. 

Although actual ocean waves are “irregular waves” with complex shapes, an 
irregular wave can be represented as a set of “regular waves,” as illustrated in Figure 2. The typical 
number of regular waves that make up an irregular wave is shown in Figure 2 (i.e., 12 
wave directions and about 20 wavelengths). Accordingly, MHI-DILAM divides 
the wave cycle into 12 steps, and automatically generates an approximate total of 3,000 load cases 
(12 wave directions x approximately 20 wavelengths x 12 time steps) to obtain the history of 
the ever-changing wave loads. MHI-DILAM carries out the structural analysis of ships by 
processing these complex loads with the enhanced efficiency enabled by a specialized program. 

Figure 1  Example of existing design wave loads 
The figure shows an example of design wave loads with dynamic wave pressures by the existing method. Design 
wave loads are generally obtained from a prescriptive rule formula. 

Figure 2  Image of an irregular wave 
An irregular wave is composed of randomly superposed regular waves (sine waves) with 
multiple wave directions and wavelengths. 
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Figure 3 shows an illustration of DILAM. In collaboration with ship motion/wave load 
analysis, DILAM can directly apply design regular waves to structural models. 

Figure 3  Illustration of MHI-DILAM 
MHI-DILAM automatically generates load data by real-time calculation of the loads created by waves with 
multiple directions and wavelengths. 

2.2 System configuration 
Figure 4 shows a flowchart of MHI-DILAM. The following modules are used to efficiently 

process the complex load information. 
 

 
Figure 4  Flowchart of MHI-DILAM 
MHI-DILAM consists of the automatic load-generation module, the global load-check module, and 
the post-processing module. 
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(1) Automatic load-generation module 
The automatic load-generation module processes the output files of a ship’s motion 

analysis, and automatically generates load information data in the format used by the structural 
analysis program (NASTRAN). 

(2) Global load-check module 
The global load balance should be checked prior to structural analysis, because a load 

imbalance may cause defects (for example, an unnatural restraint in the analysis). The global 
load-check module reads the previously generated load information data, sums up the local 
loads, and checks the sums of the loads and moments. 

(3) Post-processing module 
The stress response to regular waves, processed from the analysis results of 

approximately 3,000 cases, is stochastically evaluated via statistical processing (spectral 
analysis). In addition to the statistically estimated values thus obtained, this module makes it 
possible to access the response results of the respective regular waves that have been broken 
down. 

2.3 Evaluation of analysis results 
Recently, there has been a growing demand for a longer service life and 

better maintainability of ship structures, and hence the importance of advanced fatigue analysis (a 
component technology that helps fulfill this demand) has likewise been increasing. To 
evaluate the fatigue limit state (FLS), a program known as DILAM-Fatigue Analysis (DILAM-FA) 
is applied. DILAM-FA determines stress distribution of an arbitrary structure based on its 
response to the regular waves mentioned above, while taking into account the wave-scatter diagram 
of a specific ocean area. Figure 5 illustrates the technique for calculating the long-term stress 
distribution, which is required for the evaluation of fatigue strength. 

To assess the so-called ultimate limit state (ULS), which indicates whether or not a ship 
structure can withstand the maximum load, DILAM-Design Wave (DILAM-DW) 
using “equivalent regular waves” or DILAM-Design Irregular Wave (DILAM-DIW) using “Design 
Irregular Wave” is applied. Design Irregular Wave is one of the latest theoretical concepts in 
the field of ship structural analysis. It is determined by extracting the valid components 
for the structural response from the wave components that constitute an irregular wave (represented 
by a set of independent regular waves), so that the combination of the extracted components may 
result in the maximum ship response. See reference for theoretical details. Specific 
sample applications are introduced in the next chapter. 

 

Figure 5  Illustration of fluctuating stress calculation 
The figure illustrates the technique for calculating the stress response function based on stress history. 
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|3. Sample Applications of MHI-DILAM 
MHI-DILAM is utilized in diverse ways as a structural design tool for crude oil tankers, 

LNG carriers, LPG carriers, and container ships. This chapter presents some sample applications of 
MHI-DILAM. 
(1) Long-term stress evaluation of corners in large container ships 

One of the characteristics of large container ships is that they have “stepped” corners in 
the hold. At the corners, hull girder stress and stress due to torsion moment, as well as local 
stresses due to the external pressure and the container load, are superposed in a complicated 
manner. Thus it has been difficult to carry out an accurate stress evaluation 
using existing structural analysis methods. However, MHI-DILAM makes it possible to 
accurately evaluate the stress at the stepped corners, because it is capable of directly 
reproducing this complex combination of loads. By comparative verification with 
full-scale measurement results under actual operating conditions at sea, it was proved that 
MHI-DILAM can accurately estimate the long-term stress distribution for stepped corners 
(Figure 6). This achievement improves the accuracy of fatigue strength design at a new design 
stage for merchant ships, thereby contributing to the enhanced reliability of ship structures 
designed by MHI. 

 

Figure 6  Stress evaluation of stepped corners in a container ship 
The figure shows a sample comparison of the long-term stress prediction for stepped corners obtained by 
MHI-DILAM and full-scale measurement results. 

 

(2) Sample application to large LNG carriers 
As noted above, MHI is striving to establish a stress and buckling assessment 

technique (DILAM-DIW) that combines the method of Design Irregular Wave and 
MHI-DILAM. Figure 7 shows the results obtained when the full-scale measurements of a 
large LNG carrier were reproduced using DILAM-DIW. When combined with a 
nonlinear ship-motion analysis program, this technique enables simulations that take into 
account the nonlinearity of loads in extreme waves. This improves the accuracy of stress and 
buckling assessment in the ultimate limit state (which every ship encounters once in its 
lifetime), thus making it possible to rationally and reliably carry out structural strength 
evaluations. 

Figure 8 shows an example in which DILAM-DIW is used to evaluate the structural 
strength of the spherical tank LNG carrier “SAYAENDO,” which has a continuous tank cover, 
unlike conventional carriers. As this example indicates, DILAM-DIW is capable of 
setting appropriate loads even for new types of ship structure, and provides rational structural 
designs. In the meantime, the structurally critical points of the new tank 
cover structure were specified at the initial design stage by stress screening based on spectral 
analysis, and a 40-year design fatigue life in the North Atlantic, based on a local fine-mesh 
finite element (FE) model, was adopted for the critical points. 

As noted above, MHI-DILAM is an essential analysis technique for the front-loading design 
of hull structures. 
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Figure 7  Comparison of Design Irregular Wave analysis of LNG carrier and 

full-scale measurement results 
The figure shows a sample comparison between the results of Design Irregular Wave (equivalent to Q = 108) of 
an LNG carrier and full-scale measurement results. 
 

 
Figure 8  Design Irregular Wave analysis of a SAYAENDO type LNG carrier 
The figure shows an example where the ultimate limit state (ULS) of a new type of structure (i.e., a SAYAENDO 
type LNG carrier) is evaluated using Design Irregular Wave analysis. 

|4. Sample Applications to Prismatic Independent LNG Cargo 
Tanks 
Recently, the development of floating production, storage, and offloading units for liquefied 

natural gas (LNG-FPSOs or FLNGs) has been strongly promoted. Prismatic independent cargo 
tanks are planned for use on LNG-FPSOs, especially those intended for large-scale gas fields, 
because they can provide wider deck space for installing the topside plant, owing to their flat shape.

At the same time, prismatic tanks have extremely long weld lines compared to spherical 
tanks, and are subject to a number of structural discontinuities due to their complicated internal 
structure. Moreover, interaction between the tank and the hull during large waves should 
be precisely determined for the tank supporting structure, which is independent of the hull. 
Therefore, it is an important technical task to ensure and verify the structural safety of prismatic 
tanks. 
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MHI completed the development of prismatic independent tanks and obtained an approval in 
principle (AIP) from the major classification societies (Lloyd's Register, American Bureau of 
Shipping and Nippon Kaiji Kyokai) for International Maritime Organization (IMO) tank type B. 
IMO tank type B is a category of tanks that complies with the safety regulations for liquefied gas 
carriers specified by IMO. For this type of tank, fatigue and fracture mode analyses should 
be precisely conducted for the stress on each section of the structure, which can be accurately 
determined using an advanced analysis technique. In addition to the evaluation of fatigue crack 
initiation life, a safety assessment based on behavior prediction is required in the event that a crack 
is initiated and propagated. MHI-DILAM can satisfy these requirements, and enables the design of 
highly reliable tank structures. 

It is worth noting that when MHI-DILAM is applied to a prismatic tank, the complex 
behavior of the tank supporting structure (which sandwiches a resin block and provides support 
only in a certain direction) can be appropriately evaluated. By conducting a response analysis that 
takes into account the nonlinear and frictional influences under contact conditions, MHI-DILAM is 
able to faithfully simulate the complex interaction between the tank and the hull. 

To assess the fatigue strength of a prismatic tank, MHI-DILAM was used to carry out a 
two-step fatigue evaluation, composed of screening analysis based on a large-scale whole-ship FE 
model, and hotspot stress analysis based on a local fine-mesh FE model. The critical points 
were correctly identified from a number of structural discontinuities, followed by a spectral 
analysis and a precise evaluation of fatigue crack initiation life. In a fatigue crack propagation 
analysis, the stress field around a crack tip was calculated based on detailed analysis results 
obtained from MHI-DILAM, and the propagation was simulated by predicting its path and speed 
(Figure 9). In addition, leakage from a microcrack was estimated from the stress fluctuation around 
the crack, to verify that an LNG leak can be detected and the gas can be stored safely. 
These analysis techniques make it possible to design a highly reliable cargo tank, in which every 
section meets the requirements of the IMO Gas Code. 

The adoption of MHI-DILAM eliminates many design assumptions associated with 
existing methods, and enables faithful, direct simulations of the complex behavior of loads and 
structural responses, thereby establishing a practical technique for accurate evaluation. 
MHI-DILAM is an advanced strength evaluation program that is especially suitable for application 
to prismatic independent cargo tanks, which have a relatively complex structure. Moreover, it is an 
essential analysis technique for the development of IMO type-B tanks. 

 
Figure 9  Fatigue crack propagation analysis and fracture mode analysis of a type-B prismatic 

independent cargo tank 
In the development of type-B prismatic independent tanks, fatigue life evaluation, fatigue crack propagation 
analysis, and consistent leakage analysis were conducted using MHI-DILAM. 
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|5. Conclusion 
This paper outlines the features of MHI-DILAM, an advanced structural analysis program 

developed by MHI, and presents sample applications and results. As noted in Chapters 3 and 4, 
MHI-DILAM enables the front-loading design of new types of structures, which has thus far been 
difficult to accomplish. At the same time, it is an essential analysis technique for the development 
of more reliable type-B prismatic independent tanks. 

Presently, there is a demand for solutions to various environmental and energy issues. 
We believe that MHI-DILAM, an evaluation technique capable of rationally 
assessing site conditions and effective even for new types of structures, will widen its field of 
application. Another feature of MHI-DILAM is its technical maturity, achieved through 
down-to-earth efforts (for example, comparison with actual service experience). We intend to 
promote the development of large-scale LNG-FPSOs and other new products by leveraging MHI’s 
comprehensive structural design technology, including MHI-DILAM in particular. 
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